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Roen turned away from the jewelry counter with his purchase, smiling happily.  The gold 
and silver butterfly pendant was to be a token of love for the new lady in his life.  He 
looked around at the passing people, at the marvelous structure around them.  Of all the 
worlds he had visited, none had the simplistic splendor he had experienced here.   
 
Humans were social animals, gathering together in their cities and nations, living closely 
packed in interdependent communities.  Even this shopping center, so many small shops 
packed into this one enclosure, gleaming with glass and chrome and filled with an 
atmosphere of casual camaraderie, spoke of their driving compulsion to expand their 
horizons while clinging to the primal roots of their evolution. 
 
He had watched religions come and go, civilizations rise and fall, witnessed the ebb and 
flow of human social dynamics over the course of centuries, and he had yet to loose his 
fascination with the people he was created to protect. 
 
There was a loud crash from around the corner.  Roen froze.  He saw debris flying and 
people scattering in fear.  Heavy smashing noises filled the air, and he heard the 
unmistakable sound of something mechanical.  With a sensation of cold dread cramping 
his stomach, Roen watched an alien Drobot lumber into view. 
 
It was too large for the mall and was smashing the structures around it with every step.  
The control dome was opaque, meaning either this was a drone or that the usual armor 
crystal canopy had been replaced with something sturdier. 
 
Despite the minor differences, it was still unmistakable Anskazi technology.  His ancient 
enemies had come at last. 
 
There was no time for evasion, and Roen knew the Drobot was there for him.  Unless 
there was another Immortal nearby… 
 
He formed a shield in front of himself barely in time, widening it to fully cover himself as 
the Drobot began shooting.  It was standing its ground, pouring energy into Roen’s shield 
with blazing white pulses hurled from the huge guns which served the war machine as 
hands.  The sound was deafening, and Roen was showered with shattered glass as the 
concussion ripped through the air. 
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Roen’s shield grew brighter with each burst of energy from the machine until it was 
blazing like a miniature sun.  A lesser Immortal might have succumbed by now, he knew.  
But not him.  The Drobot paused.  Perhaps the guns had overheated.  No matter.  Roen 
seized his chance. 
 
He compressed the shield to the width of his hand, focusing the energies into a brilliant 
beam which lanced at the Drobot, spearing it through its midsection.  The energy burned 
cleanly through the machine’s armor and exploded another section of the shopping mall’s 
roof behind it. 
 
The Drobot swayed backward, then surged forward, driving one leg into the floor of the 
gallery.  Tile and wood splintered into the air.  Roen’s shield began to form too late.  A 
cannon boomed on the Drobot’s arm and the shell exploded against Roen’s chest, hurling 
him off his feet and sending him flying.  He smashed through the next kiosk and into the 
far wall, becoming buried in an avalanche of collapsing debris. 
 
The Drobot walked forward ponderously, closing in for the kill.  The girl at the jewelry 
kiosk, startled from her frozen fear, dove over the counter, narrowly avoiding one 
mechanical foot as it stomped by.  The behemoth stopped suddenly, and a small door 
opened in the belly of the machine.  A metal arm extended downward rapidly and twisted 
to point at the retreating girl.  Fire bloomed from the arm.  More masonry dissolved into 
dust and the clerk was pummeled with shards of spent projectiles. 
 
The debris which had buried Roen exploded outward, some of it striking the Drobot and 
rebounding loudly from its armored surface.  Roen launched himself at the machine, his 
body enveloped  in a hazy glow.  The Drobot’s pilot reacted too slowly to the Immortal’s 
attack.  The arms were only half raised when Roen slammed into the machine, driving it 
up and backwards, knocking it off its feet and onto its back. 
 
A light brighter than the summer sun blazed between Roen’s hands.  He pushed it down, 
into the tear in the machine’s armored hide, pouring an enormous blast of pure energy 
into the Drobot’s innards.  The arms and legs jerked spasmodically, sparks and flames 
erupt from every joint.  Something exploded inside the Drobot, lifting it several inches 
off the shattered floor.  The arms fell limp, and the machine began to smoke as it burned. 
 
Roen leaped onto the Drobot’s canopy.  Still glowing with the power of his fury, he 
punched the armored covering, driving his fist through the diamond hard material.  There 
was soft flesh inside.  Roen grabbed the operator’s clothes and pulled.  Restraining straps 
snapped, the operator’s body hit the inside of the canopy like a wet sack, and Roen 
released the suddenly limp body.  Feeling around inside, he found the release mechanism 
for the canopy.  It rose ponderously, exposing the Drobot’s control center. 
 
Not a drone, Roen realized as he saw the body of the unconscious pilot slumped over the 
controls.  The technology was familiar to his experienced eye.  Anskazi, no doubt about 
it, 
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Roen looked up at the crowd slowly converging on the disabled war machine.  None of 
them had ever seen anything like this before, and their faces were masks of astonishment, 
of fear, of wonder. 
 
He turned away from them, his own face a mask of conflicting emotions.  The Drobot’s 
occupant stirred.  Roen leaned into the cockpit and removed the pilot’s helmet.  A 
cascade of white hair tumbled out.  Roen paused for a moment, regarding the alien with 
disgust.  The creature was humanoid in only the most basic sense.  Eye covers fluttered 
up, revealing huge golden eyes with twin silver irises, like a double eye in each widely 
spaced socket. 
 
The skin was like porcelain, giving the Anskazi the appearance of being a fine china doll 
with finely etched features.  Then it opened its lipless mouth to reveal a double row of 
small, razor sharp teeth.   
 
The creature coughed, and brownish blood trickled from the nostrils below each ear. 
 
“Why?” Roen asked, leaning over the alien.  “Why here?  Why now?” 
 
The Anskazi coughed again.  “Why not?” it said with its musical voice, like soft chimes 
within glass.  “You are enemy.  You die.” 
 
It was always their answer.  It was as inescapable as his own immortality.  In a way, this 
was the only thing the ancient Anskazi had left.  They had watched humans crawl from 
the primordial seas and rise to sentience.  They had been the first to carry them to the 
stars, had witnessed the birth of the first Immortal, and somewhere in between they had 
acquired an unquenchable hatred for the human species. 
 
It was a mystery with no answer.  This pilot was only the prelude.  Somewhere overhead, 
Roen knew from experience, was the Anskazi battle fleet in orbit.  To them, this was just 
one more world of humans to eradicate.  One more group of guardian Immortals to 
vanquish. 
 
Roen was not sure who deserved the largest portion of pity. 
 
There was nothing more to be gained here.  There was a flash as energy sparked from 
Roen’s hand.  The pilot fell limp, lifeless. 
 
The gathering crowd was pointing, whispering fearfully amongst themselves.  Roen 
swept his gaze over them imperiously.  His sojourn among them, pretending to be 
normal, had not lasted long enough to satisfy him.  There was no remedy for it.  They 
would learn their true place in the universe now.  The insular blanket  of ignorance could 
shield them no longer, and their secret guardians would be forced to emerge from hiding. 
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The unrelenting Anskazi would be driven away, the people would be taken into the 
protective arms of the Immortal ruled Galactic Republic, and one more human enclave 
would be lost, one more repository of the true human race sullied by the decadence of the 
larger, ancient whole. 
 
Roen shook off his grief as he had done so many times before, as he would do countless 
times again. 
 
On wings of power, the youngest of the undying Lords of Creation, Roen, Guardian of 
Earth, rose into the air to do battle once more. 
 
And his human shell wept. 
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